Healthy Dairy Foods Word Scramble

In addition to milk, there are lots of other delicious, great-tasting dairy foods. Dairy foods have calcium and protein for strong bones and muscles, and carbohydrates for energy.

Directions:
Below are eleven delicious dairy foods that are spelled wrong. The letters are all mixed up! Unscramble the words and place the correct spelling in the boxes. Copy the letters from the numbered boxes into the boxes at the bottom of the page with the same number to decode the hidden message.

1. MEPRANAS
2. LEOTACCOH
3. RUOGYT
4. TOTACGE
5. CEI RACEM
6. ROZNEF
7. DINDUPG
8. DDECHRA
9. RTISGN
10. HEWIT
11. GOYRTU NI A BETU
